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The sun is rising earlier, positivity and optimism is starting to
radiate and summer is almost upon us.

With Covid restrictions being eased slightly, Covid vaccinations
being made widely available, and although we can only entertain
in small numbers, entertaining is on the up! 

NoStikHome Classix
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Home Classix



Whats new in the AWG warehouse? 

Spring/Summer florals, full of bursts of

colour are in abundence in the garden and so

we thought that it would be befitting to launch

our eminently arriving two new Home Classix
trays:
"GINNY'S TRAY", a happy bold, bright, floral

tray.

"SNOW WHITE",  as the name suggests, a

classy pure white decorative tray.

ARRIVED AND ARRIVING 
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With all the appliances, accessories, gadgets and kitchen tools that are

essential in the kitchen, space is always a problem. The Home Classix
range has come up with a simple, yet incredibly effective and space saving

way of storing your dry food items. 

The Home Classic "Store & Pour"
bag, is a good, thick quality plastic

bag with a ziplock closure and a

pouring spout. Filled up, it stands 

 upright, takes up very little space in

your cupboard and it's contents can

be poured out neatly and easily when

needed. 

Perfect storage for grains, beans,

raisins, cereals, flour, sugar and lots

more.



 

Summer is synonymous with the smell of

braai's, laughter and the clinking of glasses.

The NoStik range is your ideal braai buddy.

An innovative and effective teflon coated

range, the NoStik BBQ liner, Skottel liner,

BBQ & Oven baskets and the BBQ grill
mat will not only keep your braai clean, but

avoid food sticking to your braai, easy to

clean, reusable, avoids small foods falling

through the racks and is heat resistant up

to 260 degrees Celsius. 
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With the weather heating up, its almost time to get into our swimming costumes. 

Time to start exercising , suns out, guns out!!   

Roll out the "Water to go" bottles.   
AWG Trading, has a wide range of water bottles for both adults & kids. From 500ml

to 1.5L, screw tops to sippy tops and plastic to stainless steel, there is a bottle to

suit everyones needs.     
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Braai buddy!

"Water to go"

For the more environmentally

conscious who prefer to use glass

bottles, our Home Classic "On the
move" bottles with their colourful

and patterned neoprene sleeves, and

the "Passion Pastels" bottles are a

must! 



With all the spring/ summer smells & flowers that have come to life, We thought

that we would share a quote that we heard recently and loved.

"A flower does not think of competing with another
flower... it just blooms" 

From all at AWG Trading, take care, keep safe and we look forward
to sharing our November news with you. 
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